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Textile structures are widely used as medical implants to replace and support soft and load bearing tissues and they serve as scaffolds in tissue engineering applications. In this study the potential of embroidery technology is investigated for the development of textile scaffold structures for tissue engineering and for medical applications. In a comparative experimental study the influence of ingrowing tissue on the mechanics of the thereby formed vital-avital composite has been investigated. An interlock knitted fabric has been compared to a specially designed embroidered fabric and a gelatine matrix has been used to simulate the ingrown tissue. It could be shown that due to the specific structure of the embroidery, stiffening effects known from other textiles i.e. woven and knitted fabrics could be inhibited. This observation together with the potential structural variety of embroidered fabrics, makes them interesting candidates for medical textiles applied to mechanically stressed tissues.
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The article discusses a textile approach to implant design using tissue engineered synthetic scaffolds for tissue repair. Tissue engineering concepts of producing a lattice for the ingrowth of cells in vivo to lay down the appropriate matrix have been used successfully for the skin and for the...


The article focuses on the popularity of bio-medical textiles. Bio-medical textiles are categorized into specialized areas of applications and these are implantable materials, non-implantable materials, extracorporeal devices and sutures. Cardio-vascular grafts are examples of implantable...


The article focuses on the potential use of plastic coatings to encourage neurons in the body to grow and connect with the electrodes which provide treatment according to a presentation by Jessica Winter, assistant professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering at Ohio State University, at...


The article discusses the use of textile materials in implantable medical applications. Aside from medical clothes, textiles in fiber and
fabric forms are used as implants, filters and surgical dressings. One of the major developments in medical textile production is the application of...

Chemical makers back implant litigation. // Chemical Market Reporter;06/23/97, Vol. 251 Issue 25, p6
Discusses the implications of chemical companies’ decision to stop supplying essential raw materials for life-saving implantable medical devices. Companies’ fear that they will be dragged into costly product liability lawsuits; Remarks of Representative George W. Gekas, sponsor of a bill...

Joint effort. // Engineer (00137758);3/19/2012, Vol. 296 Issue 7835, p14
The article reports that a team from Limerick University in Ireland is seeking to increase the life of artificial joint implants.

Biomaterials access bill. // Materials Management in Health Care;Mar95, Vol. 4 Issue 3, p12
Reports on the introduction of a bill that would give legal protection in tort and suits to suppliers of raw materials used in implantable medical devices. Limitation of the liability of raw materials suppliers.

Chapter 15: Medical textiles. // Handbook of Technical Textiles;2000, p407
The article discusses the textile materials in the field of medicine, its development and advances. It states that medical textile industry is the growing and important sector of textile industry. It presents the application of various textile materials in surgical and medical procedures....

This study provides the first estimated prevalence of implanted orthopedic fixation devices (e.g., pins or wires) among children in the United States, based on the Medical Device Implant Supplement to the 1988 National Health Interview Survey. The overall prevalence was 27 per 10 000 children...